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Introduction & Objectives

Data

Thickness measurements of Southern Ocean sea ice are very sparse
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lograte of 1 minute. The uncertainty of the

starts forming in April and disappears in January of the following year

ULS data was estimated as ±5-12 cm [1].

(length of growth period: ~180 days).

The surface air temperatures for calculating
ice thickness using Stefan's Law were

We use the data together with Stefan's Law to estimate the two

taken from the ECMWF Interim reanalysis

quantities that limit the maximum thermodynamic ice growth in austral
Fig. 1: Mooring arrangement with
upward-looking sonar (ULS) [1].
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Fig. 2: Positions of the AWI mooring array in the Weddell
Sea.

winter to about 1 m: (a) The snow cover on top of the ice and (b) the

project.

Download the full ULS
dataset from the
PANGAEA archive:
doi: 10.1594 / PANGAEA . 785565

oceanic heat flux from below.
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Stefan's Law
Modified form of Stefan's Law
with ice-atmosphere coupling
(k), a snow layer which is
assumed to increase linearly
with ice thickness (h = r H)
and a constant oceanic heat

Clear thermodynamic growth/melt cycles are measured at AWI-208 when the zonal ice drift
component is small and/or has zero average (Fig. 3a). When the zonal ice drift dominates in
eastern direction, the ULS measurements are more determined by deformed ice (Fig. 3b).
To estimate the snow thickness and the oceanic heat flux, the ice draft from ULS was first
converted into ice thickness. The thermodynamic growth was determined by calculating the
statistical mode of the weekly ice thickness distributions.
The observed ice growth can be reasonably described without assuming an oceanic heat

flux (Fw) [2].
ρi = 0.92 g cm-³
λi = 2.2 W m-1 K-1
λs = 0.19 W m-1 K-1

Results & Conclusion

flux (Fig. 4a). A slightly better fit, however, is obtained assuming a thinner snow cover and
Li = 334 J g-1
k = 22 W m-2 K-1

an additional moderate oceanic heat flux of 7 W m-2 (Fig. 4b).
Different combinations of r and Fw were calculated using Stefan's Law. Those results
showing the smallest RMS deviation of 0.09 m from the ice-thickness mode were taken to
derive realistic ranges of snow thickness and oceanic heat flux: 0 ≤ r ≤ 0.06 (i.e. ~0-6 cm
snow) and 5 ≤ Fw ≤ 12 W m-2 (Fig. 4b). These values are within realistic boundaries for the
Weddell Sea. For example, a heat flux of 20 W m-2 with r = 0.03 would increase the RMS
deviation to 0.47 m.

Conclusions:
The modified form of Stefan's Law provides a reasonable model of thermodynamic ice
growth in the Weddell Sea. Variations of the snow parameter and the oceanic heat flux
within realistic boundaries suggest that both a snow layer of a few centimetres and a
Fig. 3: Upper panels: ULS draft data converted into total ice thickness. Each blue dot represents one ULS measurement (>500.000 per year). Lower panels: Average ice drift from microwave satellite sensors [3]. Black dot on drift
maps: AWI-208. The drift was averaged for April-December. (a) Ice season 2009-2010. (b) Ice season 2010-2011.

moderate oceanic heat flux limit the thermodynamic ice growth to about 1 m thickness
in winter.

Fig. 4: ULS data for 2009-2010, the statistical mode of the weekly ice
thickness distributions and estimations from Stefan's Law. Blue lines:
results from Stefan's Law without snow and oceanic heat flux. (a) Red
line: Model with snow layer and zero oceanic heat flux. (b) Red line:
Model with thinner snow cover (~3 cm) and Fw = 7 W m-2. The subplots
show the estimated snow layer thicknesses.

